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Children are wonderful and mind blowing. They can make you smile at any time. Their natural
expression and behavior would definitely attract you towards them to give them a hug or kiss. They
are very cute and real honest in nature. You can assume them as a blank white neat and clean
paper where is no line of any type of bad thing. But the modern world has another dark story.
Children are no longer now treated as human being. The drawing like nursery art, kids wall art, their
childlike behavior has been converted into product with the help of consumerism. The concept has
shown us some tremendous ways to buy and consume many extraordinary and luxurious products,
most of them are unnecessary items, saying it necessary throughout the year. The market of luxury
items has promoted buying influence among the middle-class very much. Every time in any
occasion, the market can sell as many fashionable products and services and the middle class likes
to swallow the buying pill. It is actually crisis of the capitalistic economy, which makes each and
everything into product for sale. Even our sentimental is sold nowadays. Children are not free also
from their grip. That is why different kinds of days are celebrated with gifts and presentation. It is
nothing but selling of products, to say unnecessary costly products. If you do not buy any gift or
items for your close or special person, t means, you have no interest or affection on the person. The
marketing of childrenâ€™s necessary products has been added with extraordinary fashion. It is not
uncommon in todayâ€™s modern life that children are in fashion ramp dressing like a hot model,
wearing low-cut dress, off-shoulder clothe, pencil heels, high make-up with red lipstick polish on lips,
posing in hot or seductive expression.

To say in an immature mind and body you are shown some extraordinary mature things. So
garments are necessary but this type of dresses is necessary to wear or live is big question. Parents
think that my child is getting a celebrity like status that will uplift their social status and will prove
their child is best among other same ages. What a pathetic thought! You just need to buy a piece of
cloth for your child but market will infuse you that do not buy just mere garments, buy fashionable
and international branded garments to make your child look like a model or actress. The parents will
be sentimental and choose to buy it shelling out extraordinary moneys from their pocket.

The consumerism has got such a high today among the middle class. It is very difficult to find that
guardians are bringing any nursery art, drawing materials, child literature, music etc, for them.
Reality show like dance, singing of film items has made it easier to convince the parents simply to
make their children a fashion icon. They do not try to understand that such type of shows create
tremendous pressures both physically and mentally on the children. It is not easy to cope with the
pressures at the tender age. Mature personsâ€™ song and dances are made by the immature voice and
body. It is same as a child laborâ€™s job. Yes, modern child labor. Now it is on your hand whether you
really want for your child to enjoy their childhood at the age of learning or make them fit to
participate in the lifeâ€™s rat race at the early age.
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a Kids wall art are colorful a nursery wall art pictures by artist Carla Daly based on Missouri City,
Texas. Decorate your childâ€™s room with many beautiful animals and tressâ€™ picture. You will be really
pleased seeing the a nursery art pictures.
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